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Antarctic bacterium antifreeze proteins (AFPs) protect and support the survival of cold-adapted organisms by binding and inhibiting the growth of ice crystals. The mechanism of the anti-freezing process in a water environment at low temperature of Antarctic bacterium AFPs remains unclear. In this
research, we study the effects of Antarctic bacterium AFPs by coarse grained simulations solution
at a temperature range from 262 to 273 K. The results indicated that Antarctic bacterium AFPs were
fully active in temperatures greater than 265 K. Additionally, the specific temperature ranges at which
the water molecules become completely frozen, partially frozen, and not frozen were identified.
© 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4881895]
I. INTRODUCTION

Many organisms that live in cold climates produce several specific types of proteins including antifreeze proteins
(AFPs) and antifreeze glycoprotein (AFGPs)1 in order to
inhibit growth of ice within their body fluids and support their survival during winter condition.2, 3 Especially, the
AFPs found in a variety of organisms such as fishes,4–6
insects,7–9 plants,10, 11 and bacteria12, 13 have the ability to
prevent the formation and recrystallization of ice at extremely low temperatures2 by adsorbing on the ice surface. This mechanism was considered as recrystallization
inhibition.14, 15 Therefore, liquid water does not completely
form ice when it contains AFPs, even at significantly lower
temperatures than the melting point of ice.2 In cold environments, some bacteria and plants that cannot avoid freezing
use AFPs to lessen the destructive effects of ice recrystallization. These AFPs have weak freezing point depression activity
in order to avoid the uncontrolled growth of ice. The mechanism by which AFPs irreversibly bind to ice has not been fully
understood.14
The binding site of AFPs was relatively hydrophobic and also contained many potential hydrogen bond
donors/acceptors. The extent to which hydrogen bonds and
the hydrophobic effects contributed to ice binding has been
debated for over last 30 years.16, 17 These problems had been
elucidated by the ice binding mechanisms and the first crystal structure of Antarctic bacterium AFPs. The largest AFPs
demonstrated that folds or Ca2+ -bound parallel beta-helices
with an extensive array of ice-like surface waters were anchored via hydrogen bonds directly to the polypeptide backbone and adjacent side chains.17
The AFPs produce the difference between the freezing
and the melting temperature, which was identified as thera) E-mail: ly.le@hcmiu.edu.vn
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mal hysteresis (TH) which has been used as a characteristic to measure AFPs activity.2, 14, 18, 19 The presence of TH
activity of bacteria was first demonstrated by Duman and
Olsen.20 AFPs can reduce the freezing point of aqueous fluids below the melting point of ice. Subsequently, a number of cold-adapted bacteria have been found to possess
AFPs with a proportional fraction to their body size including Antarctic isolates. As a result, the roles of bacterial AFPs
in cold environment have been indicated.16 Some TH values
were found to be associated with AFPs isolated from insects
(3–6 ◦ C), fishes (0.7–1.5 ◦ C), plants (0.2–0.5 ◦ C), and bacteria (less than 0.1 ◦ C).15 Therefore, it was certain that AFPs
in animals work by the mechanism of freeze avoidance, and
mechanism of freeze tolerance was also the strategy used by
the AFPs occurring in plants and bacteria. The Antarctic bacterium AFPs could additionally perform the mechanism of
freeze avoidance.15
In this research, we focused on the different effects of
Antarctic bacterium AFPs in NaCl environment at a concentration of 0.6 mol/l at low temperatures. In comparison and
review the inhibition ability in the salt liquid freezing process
of Antarctic bacterium AFPs, the freezing process of salt solution surrounding proteins and other related values of water-ice
structures were observed by coarse grained simulations.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Preparation the protein structures
for MD simulations

The 3D structure of Antarctic bacterium AFPs was taken
from Protein Data Bank (PDB) with PDB entry 3P4G.17
The Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) software21 was employed to create the monomer structure of full-atom structure
(Fig. 1(a)). And then, MARTINIZE version 2.2 was applied to convert full-atom Antarctic bacterium AFPs structure
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FIG. 1. Image illustrates the atomistic structure (the beads are CA2+ ions)
(Fig. 1(a)) and coarse grained structure (Fig. 1(b)) of Antarctic bacterium
AFPs.

existing in PDB format into coarse grained beads22
(Fig. 1(b)). In coarse grained model, each amino acid was
modeled by one or two beads according to their specific sizes,
which can be classified into two broad categories: backbone
beads and side chain beads. The side chain and backbone
beads can be denoted as SCi (i = ARG, GLN, GLU, HIS,
ILE, LYS, MET, PHE, TRP, TYR) and BBi (i = ALA, ASN,
ASP, CYS, GLY, LEU, PRO, SER, THR, VAL), respectively.

B. Simulation methods

All MD simulations were performed using GROMACS
4.5 package23 with MARTINI force field for coarse grained
model. The periodic boundary conditions were used throughout the simulation process; the electrostatic potential was
shifted from 0.0 nm to 1.2 nm and the Lennard Jones (LJ) potential was shifted from 0.9 nm to 1.2 nm on all three axes (x,
y, and z).24 The complexes of Antarctic bacterium AFPs were
positioned inside a cubic box at a distance of 1.2 nm from the
solute and the box wall; the water model was used specifically
in coarse grained model (here was MARTINI force field).
The minimization was converged when the maximum
force became smaller than 0.01 kJ/mol/nm; the steepest descent simulation for minimization was performed over 5000

steps. The equilibration was performed coupling with temperature and pressure. Constant temperature 303 K was enforced
using Berendsen algorithm25 under 1 ns for constant volume
and temperature (NVT) simulation with a damping coefficient
of 0.1 ps; Parrinello-Rahman pressure26 was coupled in 1.5 ns
constant pressure and temperature (NPT) run at 1 bar constant
pressure with the damping coefficient of 0.1 ps. The structures
were generated as the configurations for our MD simulation
with 12 temperatures including 262 K, 263 K, 264 K, 265 K,
266 K, 267 K, 268 K, 269 K, 270 K, 271 K, 272 K, and 273 K.
In addition, we also generated complex structure at 278 K for
comparison. The final MD simulation allowed us to integrate
the equations of motion with a time step of 1 fs and our simulation run for totally 100 ns in the leap-frog algorithm.27
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The stability of simulation complex was explored by
root mean square deviation (RMSD), which related to initial complex structures. RMSD values of Antarctic bacterium
AFPs (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)) presented large variations in magnitude and interactions between Antarctic bacterium AFPs
residues and water molecules. It is reasonable that available
Ca2+ ions in the original structure of the Antarctic bacterium
AFPs play a key role in contributing to inhibit their water
freezing process at low temperatures. The RMSD results for
12 temperatures were divided into two separate states: from
262 K to 267 K (Fig. 2(a)), and 268 K and over (Fig. 2(b)).
In the former, RMSD fluctuated slightly in the first 20 ns
and then remained stable at under 0.7 nm. However, the latter saw the significant fluctuations in RMSD, which indicated
strong interactions between proteins and other molecules
in the simulation systems (here, other molecules were included: water molecules, Na+ and Cl− ions). Especially, the
RMSD of Antarctic bacterium AFPs at 270 K was remarkably

FIG. 2. Root mean square deviation (RMSD) (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)) and root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) (Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)) values of Antarctic bacterium
AFPs.
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FIG. 3. The percentages of hydrophobic interactions of Antarctic bacterium AFPs were calculated from 262 K to 273 K and 278 K.

highest throughout the simulation systems with the peak value
of 1.0226 nm.
Besides, the root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) of
Antarctic bacterium AFPs, showed in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d),
presented the characteristic variation of each residue in the
whole simulation process. Similarly to the RMSD’s results,
the RMSF values presented changes along the simulation temperature range of Antarctic bacterium AFPs. The RMSF values of Antarctic bacterium AFP residues (Fig. 2(c)) were
fluctuated lower than 0.8 nm. From 269 K to 273 K, the
RMSF started fluctuating strongly, especially at the first 65
residues and the last 43 residues during complex simulation
(Fig. 2(d)). The RMSF value of Antarctic bacterium AFPs
at 270 K contained the numbered residue 301 reached the
level of 1.1403 nm, which was also the largest value in the
whole results. From these results, it can be defined that all hydrophobic residues in AFPs could interact strongly with water molecules, Na+ and Cl− ions; thereby inhibit the freezing
process of water molecules at low temperatures. These results
were further investigated more details in Sec. IV.
In Fig. 3, the hydrophobic residues would be bounded
to ice crystals and hydrophilic residues were exposed to liquid water. The interactions of hydrophobic residues with ice
would produce entropy while those hydrophilic residues exposed to liquid water surrounding formed vaguely hexagonal shapes (cage-like structures). The exposure process of hydrophilic residues to liquid water would produce enthalpy and
possibly lead to the rearrangement of liquid water molecules
to form hydrogen bonds with hydrophilic residues. From entropy and enthalpy achievements, this finding has shed some
light on the reasons why ice binding regions of Antarctic bacterium AFPs are various at different temperatures.
The radial distribution function was used when water
structures were studied. The aqueous solution was frozen at
extremely low temperatures and formed the ice structure net-

work under the vaguely hexagonal shape.28, 29 The ice structure network would be gradually enhanced with the simulation time, thereby probably expand the influenced region of
ice crystals in the whole simulation space. The activity of liquid water will be reduced and completely inhibited in order to
form the crystal structure (crystallize or recrystallize process).
The thermodynamic process would be subsided and most

(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. Water-water radial distribution function (gww (r)) is shown in
Fig. 4(a) (the results described were the last frame of 100 ns simulation) and
Fig. 4(b) illustrated mean square displacement (MSD) values as a function of
time in 10 ns simulation time.
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FIG. 5. The snapshots showed the freezing process of Antarctic bacterium AFPs in NaCl environment from 262 K to 265 K, respectively. It was shown by
VMD software.

activities of the creatures living in ice environment will be
completely paralyzed. In general, the gww (r) value has proved
that water molecules have ability to form the ice crystal structures or ice-water structures, or maintain liquid solution. The
gww (r) of water-water beads surrounded Antarctic bacterium
AFPs for coarse grained model (Fig. 4(a)) was distinguished
among different temperatures from 262 K to 273 K. Here, it
could be divided into three stages based on gww (r) values:
First, from 262 K to 264 K, the gww (r) fluctuated around the
r distance of 2.5 nm, and water molecules existed in ice array formation completely (100% ice crystal structures). The
height of three peaks from 262 K to 264 K decreased when

the temperatures increased, which was inversely proportional.
Second, from 265 K to 268 K, the gww (r) values reached from
1.55 nm to 2.45 nm. From this it could be inferred that water
molecules around Antarctic bacterium AFPs became partially
frozen and the ratio of ice existence in the complex mainly
depended on the simulation temperatures. For instance, water
molecules at 265 K formed ice crystals more than liquid water
and when the temperature increased to 268 K, the ice crystals
were formed less than liquid water. Finally, from 269 K to
273 K, the gww (r) values remained stable at 1.375 nm, water
molecules were entirely in a liquid state. In addition, we also
show the gww (r) of 278 K to compare with 12 temperatures
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FIG. 6. The snapshots showed the freezing process of Antarctic bacterium AFPs in NaCl environment from 266 K to 269 K, respectively. It was shown by
VMD software.

above, and this value is overlapped with the gww (r) of temperatures from 269 K to 273 K. These findings will be mentioned
in detail in some snapshots below (Figs. 5 and 6). Hence it
could be confirmed that Antarctic bacterium AFPs were only
activated by the ability of inhibiting the ice growth at the
temperatures greater than 265 K, which is in agreement with
the prior experimental results. Simultaneously, mean square
displacement (MSD) results of water in Fig. 4(b) also indicated that the restraints restricted the diffusion adequately.
The MSD values were calculated for 10 ns of stable simulation. These images became interferences when time increased. We see that the MSD values increased when the tem-

peratures increased; the smallest result was at 262 K and the
largest at 278 K.
The simulations provide a clue as to how the freezing
transition happens at lower temperature for Antarctic bacterium AFPs. Figs. 5 and 6 show snapshots of Antarctic bacterium AFPs and surrounding water molecules during the
growth of ice and Antarctic bacterium AFPs partially surrounded by the growth of ice during the simulation. Here,
each figure showed complex structures at 0.5 ns, 50 ns, and
100 ns simulation time at four different temperatures. In
Fig. 5, we present the snapshots of Antarctic bacterium AFPs,
water molecules, Na+ and Cl− ions in simulation complexes
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FIG. 7. Free energy landscape of Antarctic bacterium AFPs from 264 K to 271 K. RMSD stands for root mean square deviation of protein and Rg represents
the radius of gyration of protein.

at 262 K, 263 K, 264 K, and 265 K, respectively. It can be
seen that from 262 K to 264 K, the water molecules were
not frozen at 0.5 ns, but were completely frozen after 50 ns
simulation. There was a difference between the crystal structures of ice forming at 262 K and those at 263 K and 264 K.
Whereas the growth of ice crystals at 262 K did not follow
certain directions, and be interspersed between segments; at
263 K and 264 K, the ice crystals were formed in a certain direction, which were stacked between the ice arrays. Actually,
the ice formation only occurs randomly, so it is not a special problem. With the complex at 265 K, the ice crystals in
the complex were much more than liquid water components,

only a small amount of liquid water existed around Antarctic
bacterium AFPs.
Fig. 6 showed the snapshots of complexes at temperatures from 266 K to 269 K. From 266 K to 268 K, the water molecules transformed partially into ice crystal structures
around Antarctic bacterium AFPs, the ice formations in these
temperatures gradually reduced when the temperatures increased. The ice crystals in the complex were less than liquid
water components. Apparently, the ratio of ice to liquid water in these three temperatures was insignificantly small. Otherwise, the water molecules around the Antarctic bacterium
AFPs were completely in the form of liquid water when
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temperature was equal or greater than 269 K. These snapshots provide useful background to identify different temperature ranges that Antarctic bacterium AFPs can be activated
in NaCl environment.
In this work, the free energy landscape was employed to
determine the most stable structure of the complex system
corresponding to local energy minimum point. The typical
structures from the simulation were also chosen from free energy landscape via choosing the minimum regions of free energy landscape values. Hence, the ice binding site of Antarctic
bacterium AFPs could be determined via local energy minimum regions on free energy landscape. Fig. 7 shows the free
energy landscape for the Antarctic bacterium AFPs structure
at different temperatures from 264 K to 271 K. These values of the Antarctic bacterium AFPs structure are the most
stable and repeated abundantly with minimum free energy
values. There were significant changes of magnitude in minimum free energy regions, which was extended along when
the temperatures increased. The residues of protein fluctuated
strongly when the bound of ice crystal structure and the complex was not frozen at low temperatures, leading to the expansion of free energy minimum regions. At those temperatures,
Antarctic bacterium AFPs have enough conditions to activate
the freezing process inhibition of liquid water (normally at
those temperatures water is frozen). Meanwhile, side chains
in Antarctic bacterium AFPs that act strongly will form much
more configurations having tendency to stabilize. That is the
reason why, with the complexes at high temperatures, the area
of local minimum energy region is much larger. The number
of structures accepted as stable structures was also identified
easily. In detail, free energy landscapes for temperatures from
264 K to 268 K have smaller local minimum energy regions
compared with those for temperatures equal and greater than
269 K.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the results from our simulations have
shed some light into the exact mechanism of Antarctic bacterium AFPs in NaCl environment among various temperatures ranging from 262 K to 273 K. This study pointed out that
Antarctic bacterium has the capability to inhibit the freezing
process of water at low temperatures. In addition, we
also identified specific temperature ranges at which water
molecules become completely frozen (from 262 K to 264 K),
partially frozen (from 265 K to 268 K), and not frozen (the
temperatures are greater than 268 K). As a result, we can identify action temperature ranges at which Antarctic bacterium
AFPs can exist at low temperature environment.
In general, freezing of water is a slow process in comparison with time scale in simulation. The coarse grained models
allow us to overcome this limitation and to capture the role
of anti-freezing protein with affordable computing expense.
However, with coarse grained models, we lost some detailed
information, specifically, the effect of protonated amino acids
near Ca2+ on ice formation. Further studies at lower salt concentration with atomistic MD simulation are strongly recommended.
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